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About this project
FORMAT - This is a multi-modal audio story that plays across two devices; these are a
Bluetooth connected speaker and a mobile phone. Audio drama is heard on the speaker,
communication between the user and the characters take place on the phone. Throughout the
story, the user is asked questions, and at critical points will be asked for a response.
STORY - The main character in the story is Noelle - she has to find a date to take to her sisters
wedding in five days, you are tasked with choosing partners for Noelle - these take place over
five nights in the form of five short audio episodes.

We prototyped an example episode to test with young people.
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What do we mean by multi-modal?
STORYTELLING - We tell a story across more than
one device. In our case the drama is heard through
the speaker - sometimes the drama is augmented by
the phone - such as the user seeing images via text
messages. At other points, the narrative shifts onto
the phone only - in our story with a phone call.

INTERACTIONS - The user’s, participation is also
multi-modal. At times they will have a lean-back
experience listening to the drama only. At other
times they participate with different input
interactions.

The multi-modal format can have any number of different devices which can enhance or lead in the storytelling.

Across the story, the user interacts with the
central character Noelle. We purposefully built-in
3 different modes of user interaction to test
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3 Key user Interactions
SMS - Text messages & Images send to the user.
Noelle gives additional context to the date - such as photos. Sometimes she asks for the user’s opinions. A
crucial text response at the beginning is analysed by sentiment analysis which affects the story path.

VOICE MESSAGE - User can record and leave a voice message.
This is later played back by Noelle - the user hears their voice in the drama. (Played back
on the speaker)

PHONE CALL - Noelle calls the user.
At the end of the date, Noelle wants a decision to either see the date again or dump him. The user’s, voice
response is an analysed by sentiment, which affects the conclusion of the story.
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Why did we make this?
Preciously we made the Inspection Chamber - a long-form interactive drama for the Amazon
Alexa platform. Based on the summary and recommendations of our report, we wanted to create:

• A shorter episodic format
• A format relevant for a younger audience
• A story where the user’s, decisions have an impact
• Explore multi-modal storytelling (a story that unfolds on more than one device)

We organised a hack week with the Voice + AI teams from London and Salford. During the week,
we explored and prototyped mini projects based on the recommendations from the report as well
as some new ideas.
This is a continuation of our recent work in Interactive audio - shown on the next slide.
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Our recent work in Interactive audio
2017

2018

Inspection Chamber - 20minute interactive sci-fi
drama released on the
Amazon Alexa.

Inspection Chamber UX
Report, with summary &
recommendations for
further exploration.

Available here

Available here

2019

We organised a hack week with
participants from IRFS and the
Voice+AI teams from London and
Salford. The idea was to
experiment with extensions to
voice interactions using different
devices and ways to communicate
(e.g. text messages, voice calls).
Four teams each made an
interactive prototype on the
theme of dating.

2019

We chose a concept from
the hack week to develop
further. We collaborated
with Students from the
National film school to
progress the idea - this
became “5 Days 5 Dates.”
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Story flow & Interaction
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Research objectives
5 Days, 5 Dates aims to place the user within the drama, but is this something that appeals to
our audience? Do they want to talk to the characters, and are they able to understand the story
while using another device?

PRIMARY RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

Other Research Questions

Can attention & focus be maintained listening to an audio story

• Interaction format & patterns

through a speaker while simultaneously interacting with a

• Impact & Immersion

mobile phone

• Who is this for?

USER TESTING
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User Testing Methodologies
We tested the prototype on 12 young people in a usability testing lab.

We used the Wizard of Oz method. Appropriate machine responses were triggered by technical
operators in the observation room. The user listened to the prototype with the UX facilitator. On
completion of the episode, a 20-minute informal interview was conducted.
After the interview participants completed a Likert scale questionnaire
! Participants were an even mix of male/female
! Participants were specifically recruited from B2, C young professional social grades
! Participants were recruited evenly from three age groups [18 - 21] [22 - 25] [26 - 31]
! All owned a smart speaker that they regularly used
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Story & Format
All responded favourably to the story. Most thought
that it was a funny, well written and relatable subject.

P11 “I was definitely hooked in - the story was really good,
characters had strong personalities and it was funny”

The novelty of the format and the use of technology

P1 “You do feel like you are texting a friend giving advice

was appealing and relevant to all of the participants

- especially if you are young you can relate to this”

The concept of talking to a character tested well but this conversational style is hard to mimic

P9 “Occasionally it doesn't feel natural - it’s different how
real dialogue would be. You don’t; get replies that you
would from a human being….it feels scripted”

Some participants wanted to push the technology
further than its limits. They had a strong
understanding of the underlying technology, some
also commented on the scripted nature of the
programme vs a natural conversation

P6 “You know it’s not a real conversation because of the
technology - but if you’ve; got enough imagination it could
feel real”
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General ease of use
The familiarity of the technology provided a short
learning curve - all completed the story
SMS texting was familiar and easy for the participants
allowing them to write their own messages

P2 “It’s easy to navigate because it’s generic to all smart
phone setups - so you knew what you were doing”

P10 “I don’t like it when there are only two things to
choose from - I liked this because I could text what I
wanted”

P6 “Having something interactive like this on a phone is
more interesting because we are constantly on our

50%

50%
Very easy
Easy

phones”
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Interactions - SMS
All participants responded well to the concept of interacting via text. It was relatable to them - reflecting
conversations they would have with their friends.
Four participants didn’t; initially respond to Noelle’s; text messages and needed prompting. The testing
conditions need to be taken into account. Any potential product would include more on-boarding and
instructions.
P3 “I felt like i was part of the story with the text
messaging - that was more like a real conversation”

Some participants felt they would benefit from

P5 “Sometimes i didn’t know when to reply - Maybe

more urgency for a response

something like - please reply by text - something
instructing me”

On their own initiative, some participants randomly

P4 “I messaged her when i wasn’t prompted to do - I

texted Noelle to see if they could interact more

wanted to see if that did anything - if i could just
interact as me - then it wouldn’t feel as scripted”
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Interactions - SMS
Audio cues (hearing Noelle type) and scene changes
in the drama helped alert the user when to respond
The images sent within the text messages helped
give more context and authenticity to the audio.

P9 “when you hear her typing - It’s nice because
you can shift your focus - its a signal to get ready”

P2 “I liked the mixture of pictures and text messages
that made the narrative clearer”

Comparisons were made to audiobooks
The frequency of text messages tested
well. Half said they wanted slightly more

P1 “The amount felt right - It brought you in at certain
times - then allowed you to sit back and take in the story”

Seven participants said that a dedicated time within

P7 - Have it- so it needs user input to play the next script

which to respond would be beneficial

- I realised that maybe I didn’t need to reply - because I
had no influence on it.
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Interactions - Voice message
This created an exciting divide in our participants. Most (10

P12 -The voice message confused me - what
should I say? - why would she listen to a voice
message - it's a bit weird

people) thought that the outcome placed them directly into
the drama. But (8) strongly disliked hearing their own voice.

General data from Likert scale for Story immersion

P6 “Extremely weird - nobody likes to hear their
own voice”

P11 “Oh wow that's cool - it's like seeing yourself
on tv - directly involving yourself in the story - like
transporting you there”

20%

P2 “I didn’t expect my voice to come out of the

50%

speaker - i loved that! - i was part of the story”

30%
Yes I was always in the story

I was sometimes in the story

Neutral
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Interactions - Phone call
Again this interaction divided opinion amongst the
participants. For most, the call felt more unnatural and

P5 “The call I think you are just meant to listen to it - rather
than speak - i didn’t feel acknowledged when I spoke”

more scripted than the text messaging.
Issues around timing could be improved, but
participants were underwhelmed by the technical
limitations of this interaction

P11 “It was clear she was asking me a question - but it
felt a bit foreign especially with the voice note and
telephone call”

Again some participants expected more response

P1 “More response in the phone call would help to make

from generic questions to make them feel more

that’s probably true”

involved
Timing for the user’s response could be improved

me feel more part of the story - something like “oh yeah

P10 "I would listen to again because I'm not good with on
the spot decisions - I didn't know how long I had to make a
decision”

FINDINGS

Attention & Focus
As this was our primary research question, we were surprised that most participants were able to
interact with the phone, listen to and comprehend the story. However, the testing environment may
be detrimental in these results, as it focused their attention without any real-life distractions.
Would they behave the same in their own environment?

When you had something to do how distracted from the story, were you?

9%

41%

50%

Not distracted at all
Sometimes distracted but I didn’t miss anything
Neutral
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Attention & Focus
Audio cues heard in the drama as well as

P11 - I was focussed on the phone more when I heard her typing because

scene changing helped to shift focus

I know she was texting me

Participants talked about the familiarity with
the technology and how they do this now
while consuming traditional linear media.
Having periods where they could lean back
and listen to the drama without interacting
also proved favourable.
Having a continuing back story on the
phone to scroll through - allowed for a

P2 “As a young person growing up with a smartphone constantly multitasking that’s, something that is natural to me anyway. But also because the
two things are linked it’s not like your listening to something completely
different to what's going on the phone”

P1 “It brought you in at certain times - then allowed you to sit back and
take in the story”

P2 “If you found yourself tuning out - you could look back at the text
messages - and remind yourself what was going on”

catchup and greater understanding
P4 - Sometimes it was difficult to understand -around the decision points
the conversation should be snappy
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Attention general observation
BODY POSITION - Due to the lab testing environment, it’s difficult
to know if they would listen and interact with “5 Days 5 Dates” in the
same way at home. All participants were focussed on the phone.
Most were always looking at the phone, waiting for their next cue.
Their body language also looked unrelaxed - most were crouched
forward-looking at the mobile phone.

I DON’T NEED TO INTERACT - “5 Days 5 Dates” has been
designed to allow the drama to continue without a user interaction.
Most participants challenged this. They wanted more urgency.

P4 - I didn’t feel under pressure to respond maybe the story conversation should stop and
you're put under pressure to respond
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Who is this for?
All participants thought that this would appeal to a young age group between 18 - 30. Most also
felt that it would appeal more to a female audience. Again the subject matter and the use of familiar
technology proved to be the main factors. All said they would listen to another episode.

Would you listen to another episode?
P4 “It’s for young professionals from 20 - 30 maybe
younger”

P2 “It’s more relatable for girls between 15 - mid 20’s
because of the story and the technology used”

100%
Yes I would

P11 “I would say women as there’s a strong female
character in this - anyone who’s dating - I guess
from 16 - 30”

INSIGHTS

Q UICK SMS INTER ACTIONS
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Smaller quicker SMS Interactions
Our prototype demands attention - it is an audio story that needs to be listened to. Sometimes the
user has more of a sit back experience while not interacting as much. A few participants made
interesting comments on how smaller interactions could affect the story, and interactions without
looking at the phone.

!One-touch interactions without
looking at the phone

!Send emoji’s that you would in real life
text messages

!Quick replies from the character when
I send random messages

P7 “More text would be good - also quicker interactions with quick secret
messages - so one buzz for yes, two for no - and that would alter the story quicker”

P9 “In a natural conversation - when you send a particular emoji your friends know
what that mean - you could send something quick - an inside way of how you talk
to each other”

P3 “If I send her something random - it would be nice if she could reply - even with
something like oh stop saying nonsense - something that makes me feel heard”

GROUP SOCIAL SETTING
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Group Activity
Eight people said they would play an episode of “5 Days 5 Dates” with their friends. This was
discussed in a social & fun context. Comparisons were also made to their recent experience with the
Black Mirror episode Bandersnatch on Netflix, which they viewed with friends and participated in
decision making.

!Turn-taking

!Doing something you can
talk over
!Fun social setting

P7 “It feels like it’s something I would do with my housemates… it’s not a game but
your all picking things….3 or 4 of us probably arguing - one person would be on
the phone - the others would suggest the options”

P4 “In a group setting its good - because its something that everyone could be
involved in - and sometimes when you watch something in a group you can’t talk”

P1 “You would want to do this with your friends not just by yourselves - you would
want to be laughing at it”

A B O U T T H I S F O R M AT
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About this format - assumptions from users
Participants were asked what other types of programmes or genres that this format could work
with. There was a strong feeling that this would be appropriate for dark, tense, awkward situations
that provided strong decision points. Participants also mentioned the idea of interactive
audiobooks and podcasts.

!Murder mystery / Horror

!Interactive podcasts &
Audiobooks

!Options for engagement

P2 - Mystery would work - a murder mystery - you have to follow along as a police
partner - and get information about subjects

P6 - Episodes of drama aren’t as popular as audiobooks & podcasts - this is better
because its an interactive podcast audiobook

P6 - You could do an audiobook where you just listen to a chapter - then maybe
have the option to get involved in the next episode - so you don’t have to be
involved that much if you don’t want

S U M M A RY &
R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

Summary
Participants liked the story; they related to the theme of dating and found parallels within their own
lives. The use of the mobile phone and its familiar functionality (SMS ) tested very well. The phone
call and voice message had mixed response - but created immersion. The majority of participants
were able to multi-task while listening and understanding the story.

! Short format and story was liked by participants
! Real-time SMS Images and context accompanying audio tested well
! Participants unsure of how much time they had to respond
! Most participants disliked hearing their voices
! Hearing their voice within the story created impact and surprise
! Participants wanted to push the limits of the technology

Recommendations
! Explore quicker interactions on the phone (emoji / one press responses)
! Explore how drama can quickly respond to quick micro-interactions
! Explore interaction patterns that allow for a timed user response
! Improve the timings between the phone call and voice message
! Include more interactions within the phone call
! Explore how this could work with a group of friends
! Explore how this could function outside a confined space
! Allow users to test the prototype in their own home (behaviour change)

T H A N K YO U
For more information about this project, please contact:
nicky.birch@bbc.co.uk andrew.wood01@bbc.co.uk

